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Betting on a surgical breakthrough
By Michael Pollick
Published: Sunday, September 22, 2013 at 7:44 p.m.

Tying knots in sutures has been a part of
surgery for hundreds of years. But new
technology is moving the orthopedic profession
toward being "knotless," on the theory that no
knots means more consistency and less slipping
and tearing.
Sarasota orthopedic surgeon Dr. William F.
Bennett has come up with his own, patented
method for knotless soft-tissue surgery, and
expects to bring it to market next year.
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Dr. William F. Bennett, a Sarasota orthopedic
surgeon, is in the process of patenting a device
that could revolutionize the way surgeons
reconnect muscle and tendon tissues.

Bennett has established a company called Ziptek LLC to control his system, patent it
worldwide and take in investment funds. To date, he has secured three U.S. patents
and has six more pending.
Ziptek is working with an investment banking firm to raise up to $2 million, which
would enable a 2014 launch aimed at getting the system -- trademarked ZipE -- into
the hands of as many surgeons as possible as quickly as possible.
Bennett's first target is rotator cuffs. For pro athletes and weekend golfers alike,
surgery is often needed to reattach one of the four tendons that come down from the
shoulder to form a hood over the bone of the upper arm.
But Bennett is already thinking bigger, in part because the core of ZipE is deceptively
simple: a set of intricate little plastic buttons, each with a hole in the middle through
which a suture is threaded, are held together with regularly spaced knots.
The potential for the system, based on the size of the market, is huge.
"It can do any stitch out there," Bennett said. "It is highly versatile."
The U.S. market for orthopedic soft-tissue repair already exceeds $2.1 billion,
according to Ziptek.
Rotator-cuff repairs are one of the fastest-growing types of surgery. U.S. surgeons
perform 510,000 to 530,000 rotator cuff surgeries per year, and those numbers have
grown at an annual rate of 10 percent in recent years.
Currently, orthopedists attach torn tendons back to bones by implanting specially
designed screws that have sutures already attached.
During surgery, doctors thread the sutures through the tendon, then tie a knot on
top of the tendon to hold it down to the bone, encouraging it to grow together.
By contrast, the small, button-like devices in the Ziptek system are really "suture
captures," which vary in circumference -- from the head of a pencil eraser to one a
bit larger than a dime. To accompany these captures, Ziptek has developed special
sutures that have regularly spaced beads on them.
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